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Geometric Algebra: An Algebraic System for Computer Games and AnimationSpringer, 2009

	In my first book on geometric algebra in 2007 the preface described how I had been completely
	surprised by the existence of geometric algebra, especially after having recently completed a book
	on vector analysis where it was not even mentioned! So why am I writing a second book on the
	same subject?Well it’s not because I have...
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Zenoss Core 3.x Network and System MonitoringPackt Publishing, 2011

	A step-by-step guide to configuring, using, and adapting this free Open Source network monitoring system Designed to quickly acquaint you with the core feature so you can customize Zenoss Core to your needs Discover, manage, and monitor IT resources Build custom event-processing and alerting rules Write custom device reports to extract,...
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Healthy Meal Prep: Fitness Cookbook for Fitness BuffsIndependent Publishers Group, 2019

	If you have been trying to get fit over the last couple of weeks, then you need a guide that will help to ensure you are eating as healthy as possible.

	

	That is where this fitness cookbook can help.

	

	Throughout the pages of this fitness cookbook, you will learn how to cook healthy and delicious dishes such...
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Rapid Contextual Design: A How-to Guide to Key Techniques for User-Centered DesignMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
Here are those little gems of advice that a skilled mentor who peered over your shoulder would tell you. If you lack such a mentor, this book is the next best thing, explaining just what you need to do in a straightforward, easy-to-read, easy-to-understand manner.

--Don Norman, Nielsen Norman group, Prof., Northwestern...
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Realtime Web Apps: With HTML5 WebSocket, PHP, and jQueryApress, 2013

	Realtime Web Apps: With HTML5 WebSocket, PHP, and jQuery is a guide for beginner- to intermediate-level web developers looking to take the next leap forward in website and app development: realtime.

	

	With Realtime Web Apps, you'll be able to quickly get up to speed on what HTML5 WebSocket does, how...
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Seven Languages in Seven Weeks: A Pragmatic Guide to Learning Programming LanguagesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Ruby, Io, Prolog, Scala, Erlang, Clojure, Haskell. With Seven Languages in Seven Weeks, by Bruce A. Tate, you'll go beyond the syntax-and beyond the 20-minute tutorial you'll find someplace online. This book has an audacious goal: to present a meaningful exploration of seven languages within a single book. Rather than...
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Joomla! CashPackt Publishing, 2007
So you want to be an entrepreneur? Or maybe you already are one. Maybe you want to earn some extra cash, but don't have the time to setup an eBay® store. Whatever the case is, this book is for you.

As a young man, I always dreamed of running my own business and being in control of my business destiny. Well, that dream is not only...
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3D Automotive Modeling: An Insider's Guide to 3D Car Modeling and Design for Games and FilmFocal Press, 2010

	What a decade of advancements in interactive game technology—to think that only 10 to 15 years ago we

	were pushing the envelope with car models for PC games that could today run glitch-free in many mobile

	phone games. We’re certainly experiencing an exciting era in game development! However, this neverrelenting...
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Software Measurement and Estimation: A Practical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
An effective, quantitative approach for estimating and managing software projects 
How many people do I need? When will the quality be good enough for commercial sale? Can this really be done in two weeks? Rather than relying on instinct, the authors of Software Measurement and Estimation offer a new, tested approach that includes the...
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Instant Marketing for Almost Free: Effective, Low-Cost Results in Weeks, Days, or Hours (Quick Start Your Business)Sourcebeat, 2007


	Dr. Benjamin Spock, the noted pediatrician, once told parents,“You know

	more than you think you do.”Well, the same holds true for marketing;

	actually, it probably holds truer, as you know if you’ve ever had kids.And

	if you’ve had the courage, ingenuity, and creativity to start a small business,

	or to get...
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Windows Server HacksO'Reilly, 2004
The tools, or hacks in this book reveal techniques that go well beyond basic management tasks found in most handbooks. Hacks range from those that deal with general administration to more esoteric hacks in the areas of network deployment, patch management, performance, security, and backup and recovery.  No matter which Windows Server you use--NT,...
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Transdisciplinary Digital Art: Sound, Vision and the New Screen (Communications in Computer and Information Science)Springer, 2008
This volume collects selected papers from the past two instances of Digital Art Weeks (Zurich, Switzerland) and Interactive Futures (Victoria, BC, Canada), two parallel festivals of digital media art. The work represented in Transdisciplinary Digital Art is a confirmation of the vitality and breadth of the digital arts. Collecting essays that...
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